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Abstract
This bibliography records publications of Alan Mathison Turing (1912–1954).
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Selbstverstärkung [Mei12b]. Selected [MBS11]. Selections [DKK+98].

Self [Arb95, RTM04, Mei12b]. self-enhancement [Mei12b].
Self-replicating [RTM04]. Self-Reproduction [Arb95]. semi
[Boo52, Tur50c]. semi-groups [Boo52, Tur50c]. Seminal [Cop04]. Sense
[Flo17, FRT14, Lev17]. Sensible [Hut95, Hut09]. September [CS11a].
Sequence [AWL+88]. ser [Boo52]. series [TW05]. Service [Tur87].

services [Hod12b]. set [BSK+15, Jac12]. Sets [Fu12, OG12, Tau61a, Fai10a].
Sex [Cha16]. shadow [New03]. Shannon [Smi05, SG17, SG18].

Short [Gla03, Hut84, Tur03]. Shortness [Gla03, Hut84, Tur03].

Simulating [LP11]. Simulation [Hut95, Hut09, FO071, FRT14, GC17a, Kvp88, FO071].
Simulator [Cur65, Her98]. Single [PSS11]. Sinkov [Chr10]. Skill [Gö95a]. skin
[HM96, KA96]. SLAIS [MMB13]. Slave [CFK+91]. SLE [MBS11]. Small
[NW12]. Smaller [Wel02]. Smart [Len95, Len09]. šmier [Hod02b]. Soare
[Gas16]. sobre [And84]. Social
[Edm95, Edm09, EG12, Mur12, Par17, Smi15a]. Socialization [RS03].
Society [Tur47, Tur95a, Mac12b, Cer04, CV13b]. Socrates [RM00b, RM01].
SOFSEM [BFG+12, WTP+06]. Software [SoF83, MBS11]. Solution
[RV12, Dow13, Wri16]. Solvable [Tur54]. Some
[Tur53, UST+10, Wel12, Wil71, Jam06, Lei01, Wol16]. Sommaruga [Nof17].
Son [CFK+91]. songs [Hid12]. Sorry [San05]. Space
[Got12, Mck95, Mck09, RMP11, Sze94]. Space- [RMP11]. Spain
[DMV11, DMV12]. Spake [CFK+91]. Spanish
[And84, Hid12, Lea12, Paz03, TP85]. spät[er] [Mei12b]. Special
[Teu12, GMC12, MMB13]. species [Tia11]. Speech [TB12, Cop17d]. Speed
[Ano49]. Spider [Tur04]. Spillman [Kru05]. Spindleruv
[BFG+12]. spirit [Hod94e, Hod94f]. spiritual [Dys12a]. Spots [Poo92, Poo91]. Sprevak
[Jon17, Pet18]. Springer [Kru05]. Springer-Verlag [Kru05]. Stability
[KW12, WWG12]. stage [Sol87]. Standard [Gar95, Gar09, ZM08, Moo03b].

Starch [LE91]. State [HS82, OS91]. Statement [Den12a, Den12b]. States
[Bre13, Sha54, Tro93, Tro95]. Stationary [RV12]. Statistical
[Gov92, ZM08, Goo79b]. Statistics [Tur41b, Goo79b]. Status [Moo03a].

Statutory [Hou12]. Step [Sie14]. still [Dal12a, Gal06]. Stochastic [HTG12].
Stored [TDCKW84]. Storia [Hod03b]. stories [Smi15b]. Story
[Hod03b, Lew78, Whi87, DB04, Hea15, HS93]. Strahm [Nof17]. Strand
[LP11]. stravagante [Od12]. Strawberries [Sch04b]. Street [Kru05].

striped [OS91]. stronger [Gam13]. Structural [DP02]. Structure
[Kop95, Zas18]. Structures
[DP02, LE91, LKE93, RV12, RAM95, TCP+18, WWG12]. Struggle
[And08, Cop05a, Cop12a]. students [Bro97]. Studies [Goo79b]. study
[GC17a, New03]. style [Nau93]. sublogarithmic [Sze94]. submarines
Time-Discrete [RMP11]. Times [Bau12, LH83, Wel06]. Titanic [Coo12f].

todas [Hid12] today [Dys12a, Hod12b]. Todd [Mad12]. Tomography
[BVE11]. Too [Coo06a, Lea12, Lea05]. Topics [Tanu2, LTM+51]. Toronto
[Sof83]. Total [Sch12c]. Tour [Ano06a, Lip11, Pet08]. toxic [McG12].

Tracks [Ano89]. trail [HL02]. Transfinite [Wel14]. Transformation
[BLA+11]. Transformations [Bu15, TT56]. Transient [LKE93].

Transients [RMP11]. Transition [OS91]. Translation [CFK+91].

Transport [BB16]. treasury [FF91]. Treatise [CV13c, Tur40, Tur99].

Treatment [Bro09, Nau09]. Trends [BFG+12, WTP+06]. Trieste [PA13].


Truth [Hod94f]. Tumours [Mur12]. Tunny [Cop17g]. Turing
[AW77, AH85, Ano99, Ano12b, Ano13, Ano14, Arb95, Ash87, Asp84,
AWL+88, Avi14, Blo98, Bre12a, Bri90, CK84, CK02, CFK+91, Cha94, Chr15,
Chr16, Coo06a, CDL12, CP00, Dal12b, Deu85, Don01a, Dys12a, EH91, Ers84,
Fie15, Gan54, GR12, Gol12, Goo92, GKO95, Ham16, Her88, Her95, Hid12,
Hoc87, Hod94a, Hod94b, Hod06a, Hod12b, Hof83, Hof85, Hou12, Jon17,
Ken98, Kru05, Lav12, LH83, Lie11, Lov12, Mei12a, MM13, Owe12,
Par17, Pet18, RTM04, Rid84, Rus89, Sal12, Set17, Set18, Shi14, Shi87,
CAC14b, Sut85, Tim04, THVV88, TDCK84, Und13, Wel06, Yao03, Zie09,
vL13, Ahr11, Aga01, AB00, AKS11, Ano89, Ano96, Ano00a, Ano00b, Ano01,
Ano02, Ano06a, Ano06b, Ano09a, Ano10, Ano11c, Ano11b].

Turing
[Ano12b, Ano12a, Ano12c, Ano12d, Ano12f, Ano12g, Ano12h, Ano12i,
Ano12j, Ano15a, Ano15b, App12, AD12, ASp80, AB12, AB14, AG11, Axe12,
BLvT11, BLvT12, BB12a, WBM17, BVE11, BAC14, Bar98, BLA+11, Bau12,
Bau89, BFF07, Bec12, BCT10, BA05, Ben97, Ben12, Ber16, BB94, Bia79,
Bie12, BSK+15, Bil12, Bli14, vEB12, Bod49, Bol84, Boo06a, Boo06b, Boo52,
BB12b, BC17, Bra13, Bre12b, Bre12c, Bre13, BBF03, Bro07, Bro05, Bro13,
BB16, Bro09, Buh14, BDD15, CK12a, Cap05, ÇÇ12, CD12, CD77, CD86,
CD17, Car10, Cas06a, Cas01, Cas13, Cet14, CEL10, Che93, Cho95, Cho09,
Cho12, Chr10, Chr13, Chr16, Chu13, CP12a, CM96, CS12, Cla72, CBB12,
Cle17, Coa13, Coc12, CM10, CL02, Coo12b, Coo12c, Coo12d].

Turing
[Coo12c, Coo12a, Coo12f, CV13a, CV13b, CV13c, CH16, CP95, CP96,
CP99, CP00, CP01, Cop03, CP04, Cop04, Cop05a, CP09, CP10, CP12b,
CS11b, CGLWVR12, Cop12a, Cop12b, CBSW17, Cop17h, CL17a, CH83a,
CH83b, CG87, Cor07, Cor17, Cot03, Cra10b, Cro94, Cuc12, Cup5, Da12a,
Dav13, Dav00, Dav06a, Dav06b, Dav12, Daw16, DW16, DK90, Del06, Dew89,
Dew92, Dew93, DT12, Disc13, Dil05, DC11b, DC12, DC13, Don01b, Don14,
DDL01, Dow12a, Dow13, DH10, Dow14a, Dow14b, Dow14c, Dow17, Dow12b,
Dre10, DJ12, DL06, Dut10, Dys12a, Dys12b, Dys12c, EGW04, Edm03, EG12,
Ell13, EH91, ERB08, EBR09, FH15, Fai10a, Fai10b, Fai11, Fe95, Fe06,
FOO71, Fis15, Fis17, FB17, Flo17, For12, Fre86, FRT14, Fre12b].

Turing
[Fre12c, Fri05, Fu12, Fur12, Gal06, GM12, Gam13, Gar95, Gar09, GAM11,
GS12, Ghe11, Gl10a, Gl03a, Gl04, GR12, Gl12, Goo79b, Goo84, Goo90,
Gör91, GKO95, Gör95b, Got6, Gou99, GC17a, GC12b, GC12a, GC12c,
GC12d, GG12, GG13, GG17, GC17b, Gub86, Hae12, Hai17, Hal13, Hal14, Ham16, HL02, Han12, Har03, Har12a, HM92, Har12b, Har47, Has95, Hej07, Hel17, Hen11, Her98, Hew13, Hic08, Hid12, Hii93, Hii95, Hin17, Hoc87, HGS89, Hod83a, Hod83b, Hod85, Hod88, Hod89a, Hod89b, Hod92, Hod95a, Hod95b, Hod97a, Hod97b, Hod97c, Hod99, HP00, Hod00, Hod01, Hod02a, Hod02b, Hod03a, Hod03b, Hod04a, Hod04b, Hod08a, Hod08b, Hod09, Hod12c, Hod12a, Hod12d, Hod12h, Hod12e, Hod14, HM96, HH84, Hol86, HC87, HP88a].

**Turing**

[HP88b, HC88, HRMC88, Hol90, HS14, Hop84, Hop12, Hor95, Hor09, HSD90, HAC+85, HH90, Hum14, Hum95, Hum09, Hym12, IT12, Irv04, IM13, IST+10, Jac12, Jac11, Jea12, Jor07, KP02, Kan12, Kar95, KvLP88, KW12, Ken17, Kid96, Kie12, Kle95, KA96, Kon12, Kov03, Dea98, KK09, LP11, Las98, LL12, LCKBJ12, Lea05, Lea07, Lea12, Lea17, LGB11, Lei01, Len04, Len12, Len95, Len09, LE91, LKE93, Lev17, Lev06, LOM+01, Lie11, Lip12, Lis12, Liv02, Lio12, Loe95, Loe09, Loli3, Lom05, Lon09, Lov04, Luc95, Luc09, LW11, Mac12a, Mac12b, MBC06, Mai06, Mai07, Mai87, Mar13a, Mar13b, MD11, Mar11a, Mar11c, Mar11d, Mas12, May61, Mei12a, Mei12b, Mic15, Mic80, Mic08, II14, MC96, Moo15, Moo03a, Moo03b, MJ84, MiH09, MS17, Mur12, Nan03].

**Turing**

[Nau09, Nau86, Nau93, NW12, NA06, Ner14, New55, New12, New03, Nic17, No17, Num14, Num05, OF03, O'R12, OG12, Odi12, OD12, OS20, OS91, Pap03, Pap12, PR17, Par14, Pat04, Pat07, PSS11, Pav17, Paz03, PC06, dBPZM10, PC88, Pet08, Pic03a, Pic03b, Pic11, Pip04, Pip05, Pit14, Poo91, Poo92, PR10, Pra01, PA11a, Pra95, Pro06, Pro17d, Pro17b, Pro17c, PA11b, QSW11, RV12, Ran72a, Ran72b, Ran00, Ran12, Ran17a, Rap03, RM00b, RM01, RR12, Rei12, Res17, Ric06, Ric17, Rig91, Rob97, RMP11, RAM95, MC12a, Sal04, Sal12, Sau93, SCA00, SCA03, Sch04a, Sch12a, Sch12b, Sch88, SCT+17, SGBV94, ST12, Sch12c, Sea95, Sea09, SW10, Sha12, Sha09b, Sha54, She12, Shi04, Shi12, Sie95, Sic13, Sic12].

**Turing**

[Smi02, Smi05, Soa14, Soa16, Sol87, SS15, Sor05, Spr17, CAC14a, Ste00, Ste03, Ste12b, Ste17, Ste90, Ste94, Str99, Str15, Sut13, Swa13, Swa17, Swi04, Sze94, SG18, Szu12, TCP+18, Tau56, Tay98, Ter11, Teu04a, Teu04b, Teu12, The87, Tho18, Tia11, Tim04, Tra03, Tro93, Tro95, Tur40, Tur42b, Tur59, Tur72, TWCD86, TG95, Tur99, Tur01a, TW05, Tur12, TB12, Tur15b, Tur15a, UST+10, Unk84, VFR+12, Var14, Var17, Vin13, Vis13, War12, WS16, Web12, WWG12, Wel12, We12, Wel04, Wha09, Whi87, Whi91, WW17, Wie12, Wil80, WBI2, Wol17, WS00, Wri16, Yan12, Yap12, Zab95, Zab12, Zax18, Zde03, dC11a, de 12, Bow53b, Ano90, HS82, Ano09b, Kil14a, Kil14b, May61, Wil10, Ano04, Bea84, Bla14, CKB12b, Dia12, Fep99].

**Turing**

[Gas16, GC12e, Hod06b, Hai16]. **Turing-like** [DDL01]. **Turing-Powerful** [LP11]. **Turing-Type** [LOM+01]. **Turing-Universal** [DL06, QSW11].

**Turinga** [Hod02b]. **Turingmaschine** [FOO71]. **Turings**

[Gla12, Mei12b, Tru11, ST12]. **Turmites** [Ano89]. **Tutte** [Hai17]. twentieth [B+11, MHR80]. twenty [Ash87, Tay98]. twenty-first [Tay98]. Two [Ano89, Bau12, HS82, Pra95, Sha54, Ste00, Ste03, Mcg11, AWL+88].
Two-Dimensional [Ano89]. Type [LOM+01, Tia11, Tur48b]. types [NT42].

tyranny [Sut12].


Uncomputable [CS11b]. undecidable [Dav65]. Understanding [Nau93, Cro94, Zen13, Poo92]. Underworld [Wat12g]. unpunished [Sch88].

Uniform [OS91]. unique [Ive15]. United [Tro93, Tro95]. unity [Lei01].

Universal [AG11, CK02, Deu85, DL06, KP02, Kil14b, NW12, QSW11, Rus89, Sha54, Aga01, CK12a, Cho12, Cop17h, Dav00, Dav12, FOO71, Kil14a, Mei12a, Nan93, Sni02, Wat12m, Arb95, Bla98, CP00, Her88, Her95, RTM04].

Universality [Del06, Mar11d, PSS11, Sut13]. Universe [MC12b, CSS17, Dys12c, HP15, Zen13, Sal12, CK12b, Dia12, GC12e, Bla14].


Upper [Kru05]. USA [CS11a, Kru05]. use [Hod03a, Tur42a]. USENIX [Sof83]. Using [PA11a, GAM11, HH84, HP88a, HP88b, Hol90, HH90].


Vater [Dys12a]. Vegetative [KW12]. Venice [Ive15]. Venus [Smi05].


Vs [Bur11].

W [KP02, Shi14, vL13]. Wager [KK09]. Wahrheit [Hod94f].

Wahrnehmung [BT12]. walk [Mai06]. walked [Hol18]. Walks [Jac11].

Wanted [DW16]. War [AWL+88, Goo79b, Goo92, Kru05, Lew78, Sal04, Wat12c, BH03, Coa13, Cor17, DB04, Sch04a, RA03, RA04]. wartime [Hen11].

Was [AWL+88, CFF91, DK90, Par14, Pit14, Bro09, Dav13, Hod12b, Dea98, Mac12a]. Washington [Tur42b]. Watching [Swi04, GMC12]. Water [KW12, Zas18, TCP+18]. waterside [Ive15]. Watson [CFF91].
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xii [KP02]. xiv [Rus89]. xv [Jon17, vL13]. XXIst [GGZ06]. XXXVII [Goo79b].

Yates [Fef99]. Year [Ano12a, Goo12, Hae12, Und13]. Years [Bau12, SCA00, SCA03, Sea95, Sea09, Ash87, Gal06, MMB13]. yes [Pit14]. York [KP02, Kru05].
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